AMAX is a global solutions partner specializing in highly-efficient, next generation server and rack-integrated computing platforms geared towards optimizing OPEX and CAPEX. Choose from our award-winning solutions for Cloud, Data Center, High Performance Computing (HPC), and Deep Learning deployments, or utilize our OEM x86 Appliance Manufacturing services to develop unique, custom-branded server or converged rack appliances. Known for quality manufacturing, AMAX leads the industry with advanced equipment, proven processes, and effective procedures that demonstrate our pursuit of manufacturing perfection. However, our customers rely on us for more than just quality - they also utilize our Safe and Secure, End-to-End Supply Chain.

What is Safe and Secure?

Simply put, a Safe and Secure supply chain means that AMAX is able to ensure that all components used in production are verified authentic, not tampered with, and are handled in a secure manner. We accomplish this through various established processes:

1. Conducting business with and obtaining components from credible, authorized distributors, or directly from the manufacturer.

2. Regularly auditing our distributor’s processes to certify that the material is routed directly from the manufacturer to the distributor in a Safe and Secure matter. This includes having the distributor scan and verify that the parts are correct and authentic via SKU/UPC, then storing the material in a warehouse closely monitored 24/7 by on-site security and video surveillance.
Upon receiving products, we inspect a sample lot. Components are evaluated meticulously based on specific inspection criteria unique to the individual item. Any damaged or broken packaging, torn seals, or cut tamper-proof labels are automatically rejected and full analysis is required to be performed on the entire lot.

The Incoming Quality Assurance (IQA) team inspects packaging, authenticates product for revision, serial number, pack date and quantity, and verifies the visual appearance/overall condition of the part. Once approved, the product is scanned into our database and placed into stock.

Our production and manufacturing floor is completely controlled by electronic badge access. Production servers are kept in locked cabinets, and live video surveillance is recorded and monitored 24/7. All products are sealed prior to being stored in the warehouse.

We are an active member of GIDEP (Government-Industry Data Exchange Program) whose primary objective is to avoid the use and delivery of items that are counterfeit, suspected to be counterfeit, or contain a major critical nonconformance. Our membership enables us to remain knowledgeable about all of the latest technologies and procedures for safe and secure compliance.

Why a Safe and Secure Supply Chain Matters?

AMAX’s commitment to a Safe and Secure, End-to-End supply chain means we take full responsibility for the authenticity of all components we use to build our servers, storage systems, and clusters. That promise—coupled with excellence in engineering, manufacturing, quality control, logistics, and support—are all essential pieces of the puzzle that allow us to achieve our goal: Complete customer satisfaction.

Contact our sales team at (800) 800-6328 to begin. Allow AMAX to build something amazing. We look forward to your partnership!